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ABSTRACT

GMTNIRS is a first-generation instrument for the Giant Magellan Telescope. It is a high-resolution spectrograph that will cover the 1.15-5.3 μm range in a single exposure with R=60,000 in the J, H, and K bands and R=85,000 in the L and M bands. It resides on the GMT’s rotating instrument platform and employs the facility adaptive optics system. The GMTNIRS design is evolving in response to emerging science problems, particularly in the area of exoplanet atmospheres. Our design revisions also derive lessons from GMTNIRS’ highly successful forerunner instrument, IGRINS. Technical changes also drive evolution of the design. It has proven impractical to manufacture 200mm long immersion gratings at the necessary precision. The success of primary mirror phasing efforts has removed the need for a very wide entrance slit that we would have needed to accommodate the Airy pattern of individual segments at the shortest operating wavelengths. The high efficiency of our double-side coated JWST grisms introduces the possibility of transmissive cross-dispersers at L and M. These changes move us toward a design with almost the same R as presented in our previous work but with a much more compact physical envelope. We will report on the optimization of the instrument design with these technical changes in mind. We are also producing the critical Si immersion gratings. The grating production is well under way and includes manufacture of H and K gratings and process development for the precision needed in the J band and for the manufacture of larger gratings for the L and M band. The development of GMTNIRS is on track with the results from IGRINS and the progress in the lab giving us substantial assurance that the new instrument can meet its performance goals.
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1. INTRODUCTION

GMTNIRS is one of the four first-generation instruments for the Giant Magellan Telescope.1 It is a high spectral resolution spectrograph for the near-IR, optimized for sensitivity and for large spectral grasp. The main science interests of future GMTNIRS users include studies of exoplanet atmospheres, substellar objects and cool stars, young stellar objects and protostellar disks, and resolved stellar populations across the Milky Way and in nearby galaxies.

The basic intent of GMTNIRS has remained constant since the early design phase: to provide high spectral resolution over a large spectral range with significantly better sensitivity and more spectral grasp than current instruments. In its first iteration,2 GMTNIRS was a natural seeing instrument at J, H, and K and an adaptive optics instrument at L and M. It made use of very large (300mm long) immersion gratings and reflective three-mirror anastigmat cameras. More recent

---

1 E-mail: dtj@astro.as.utexas.edu, Telephone: +1 512 471-2877
versions of the instrument employ the GMT adaptive optics system as an input and have transmissive cameras for all five infrared bands. The “modern” GMTNIRS concept features one spectrograph per atmospheric window and full simultaneous coverage of the near-IR from the silicon cut-on at 1.1 μm to 5.3 μm through a single slit. The science requirements dictate a resolving power $R=\lambda/\Delta\lambda \geq 40,000$ at JHK to be able to measure line profiles in most stellar photospheres and as high a resolving power as possible with a goal of $R=100,000$ in the L and M bands where interesting science involving interstellar molecular lines or the profiles of narrow lines in protostellar disks demands more resolving power. The instrument should have no moving parts within the spectrographs to foster greater stability, simplify operation, and make it easier to produce a hands-off data reduction pipeline.

The GMTNIRS design has evolved gradually. Both emerging science and changes in the technical landscape and the telescope design/performance drive this evolution in the instrument. One of the most important determinants of the final instrument design is the performance of and limitations on the critical enabling technology: silicon immersion gratings. This paper discusses the design changes since our 2014 SPIE paper that result from recent science and technical changes and describe our plans for the design and construction of GMTNIRS.

## 2. DRIVERS FOR CHANGE

### 2.1 Science case for exoplanet spectroscopy

The main scientific driver for change is the emergence of the field of direct spectroscopy of exoplanets. This field has exploded in recent years and includes direct spectroscopy of planets on widely spaced orbits and high-resolution spectroscopy of exoplanets during transits and high-resolution spectroscopy of non-transiting planets that takes advantage of the large shifts in the planetary spectrum with respect to the stellar spectrum over the course of an orbit. Astrophysically, high-resolution spectroscopy in the infrared is particularly interesting. Working at IR wavelengths optimizes the relative flux of the exoplanets relative to the host star. The near-IR bands contain transitions of many important molecular species likely to be present in exoplanetary atmospheres. The line shapes that are measureable at high resolution, together with relative line strengths, provide information about key parameters of the planetary atmosphere including temperature-pressure curves, vertical abundance distributions, mixing, and isotope ratios. Observationally, a high resolution infrared spectrograph on a large telescope with a large spectral grasp greatly improves our detection capability which depends on the planet/star contrast (better in the IR), the number of detectable lines (large spectral grasp and high spectral resolution) and the ability to separate the planetary signal from the stellar line contamination and from telluric foregrounds (high spectral resolution). (Figure 1 illustrates some of the advantages of large spectral grasp in another context.) Even when only marginal detections are possible, the additional orbital information from a direct detection of the motion of the planet allows us to derive the planetary mass without a sin $i$ ambiguity. For transiting and non-transiting planets in closer orbits around their host stars, the large collecting area of GMT will allow us to reach the necessary high signal to noise to remove the stellar spectral signal from a much larger sample of planet/host star systems or, for a given system, provide the photons to make it possible to reach higher contrast.

With the high spatial resolution provided by adaptive optics and the discrimination possible with high spectral resolution, we should be able to take spectra of HR 8799 type planets. With the addition of nulling techniques, we can improve the contrast even further or allow observations of even fainter planets than we can investigate in other types of systems. The emerging importance of the direct spectroscopy of planets has led us to factor instrument stability, scattered light levels, and instrument throughput even more heavily into our design optimization.

### 2.2 Confidence in mirror phasing

All spectrograph channels in GMTNIRS see the sky through a common slit. The instrument configuration circa 2014 called for an 80 milli-arcsecond wide slit. The choice of this relatively large slit size for a spectrograph fed by adaptive optics (twice the diffraction limit at the longest operating wavelength and seven times the diffraction limit at the shortest wavelength) had two drivers: concern about the ability of the primary mirror phasing system to maintain coherence at the short wavelengths and concern about whether the tip/tilt sensing and control loop could centroid sufficiently faint targets with enough accuracy. The individual segments, but not the entire 7-mirror telescope, are designed to be phase-coherent at the shorter operating wavelengths. We therefore specific a large slit size to permit most of the power in the system to...
be able to pass through the slit. As further design work and testing of prototype alignment systems has progressed, the confidence in the project of the ability to phase the entire primary has grown, obviating the need for quite such a large slit (Brian MacLeod, personal communication). With a somewhat smaller slit, we improve the resolving power at a given grating size without significantly sacrificing performance. Shrinking the slit size closer to the diffraction limit in the L and M bands does cause a small drop in throughput at 4-5 μm, but the penalty for this loss is modest since the same smaller slit also reduces the background at these wavelengths where thermal emission from the telescope and sky dominate the noise even at high spectral resolution.

2.3 Successes and lessons from IGRINS

The University of Texas and the Korea Astronomy and Space Science Institute constructed the Immersion Grating Infrared Spectrograph (IGRINS) as forerunner and technical/astronomical testbed for GMTNIRS.14,15 We have operated IGRINS at the McDonald Observatory’s 2.7m Harlan J. Smith telescope for nearly two years and produced an array of significant results across a broad range of astronomical subdisciplines.16 IGRINS covers all of the infrared H and K bands (1.4-2.5 μm) in a single exposure at R=λ/Δλ=45,000. This coverage represents a significant increase in spectral grasp over existing high-resolution infrared spectrographs. On a 2.7m telescope with a large (50%) central obscuration and poor tracking performance, it has nearly comparable sensitivity to the earlier generation of high-resolution instruments operating on 8-10m class telescopes. Mace et al.16 analyze the performance of IGRINS in more detail. Here, we consider only the lessons applicable to the design of GMTNIRS:

For a sensitive instrument, there is a great deal of interesting science beyond precision radial velocity observations of M stars. At the 2014 SPIE Astronomical Instrumentation meeting in Montreal, six teams presented designs or reports on first results from high resolution infrared instruments with broad spectral grasp (Carmenes17; FIRST18, HPF19, GIANO20, SPIRou21, IGRINS22). Apart from IGRINS, the instruments all have precision radial velocity measurements of late-type stars as a key science goal. For pushing for a clean optical design and mounting the instrument at the Cassegrain focus, IGRINS has achieved extremely good throughput. In the case of high-resolution spectroscopy, the excellent performance of modern infrared detector arrays means that throughput is the sole driver of sensitivity in many regimes and a dominant factor in sensitivity in all regimes. At 3-5 μm, where background emission from the sky and the telescope dominates the noise, higher throughput is the only way to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. For many applications in the J, H, and K bands where the science demands high signal-to-noise ratios, the low detector read noise and the detector stability that permit long integration times mean that the instrument operates frequently in the source noise limit. In this limit, higher throughput is once again the only path to improved performance. In both of these regimes, the observing time needed to reach a given signal to noise ratio scales inversely with the throughput. For observations of faint objects in the J, H, and K bands, detector read noise and dark current still strongly affect performance. When they dominate, the time needed to reach a given signal-to-noise ratio scales with the inverse of the throughput squared. The IGRINS experience has shown us that high throughput can open up a large range of interesting science problems that will not be as easily available to the instruments that have precision radial velocity as their primary technical requirement and sacrifice throughput to get it.

The initial few years of IGRINS observations have demonstrated that, beyond the throughput optimization, a number of design choices made in the IGRINS design will find resonance in our design for GMTNIRS. One of these choices flows from the single optical configuration. IGRINS has no moving parts in the spectrograph itself. With a fixed slit and fixed H and K echellograms, there is considerable scientific flexibility in the instrumental inflexibility. An unchanging system means that the same calibrations are valid for multiple users and that observers can interleave different science programs without any changeover cost. Most importantly, a single, largely invariant, pipeline program can produce science-quality data from the raw spectra. Such a pipeline is essential to promotion of a wider user base, given the significant analysis burden even for fully reduced high-resolution spectra. Figure 1 shows a small part of an IGRINS pipeline-reduced spectrum and corresponding analysis.

The broad spectral grasp of IGRINS has led the users to re-think the normal modus operandi for infrared spectroscopists. Previously, when using instruments like CSHELL or Phoenix either of which only covers a small snippet of the infrared spectrum in a single exposure (~λ/200 or λ/100), and to a lesser extent with CRIRES and NIRSPEC with their somewhat larger grasp, observers would choose the optimal spectral interval containing the lines most useful for their key astrophysical analysis. They would then choose the appropriate source sample to meet their particular science goals.
Many times, groups of observers would come back to the same sets of objects to observe different sets of lines to meet different astronomical objectives. With IGRINS, groups of astronomers are beginning to organize programs around a sample of interesting objects, agreeing upon a cadence, repetition rate, and signal-to-noise goal. Since all possible lines in the H and K bands are observed at once, they can then parse out the resulting data to different subgroups to meet different science objectives.

The final IGRINS lesson has been the value of the slit-viewing camera (Figure 2). Many interesting targets are obscured at optical wavelengths or lie in highly confused regions where multiple point sources and nebular emission are present. An ability to point precisely at a target with a <100 milli-arcsecond slit when the literature position may be accurate at that level can be essential. In our 2014 design, GMTNIRS relied on very stiff mechanics and the tip/tilt wavefront sensor to have any on-target imaging. Our current plans include a slit-viewing camera that would both have a larger field of view and provide for direct visual confirmation of the target’s position on the slit at a relevant infrared wavelength. We expect the slit viewing plans to continue to evolve as the avalanche photodiode detectors grow in size and improve in performance since these devices may offer us a way to combine the slit viewing and tip/tilt guiding functions.

Figure 1. Selected lines and model fits from IGRINS spectra of the low-metallicity giant star HD 122563. The dotted lines are the data and the solid lines are model fits with different metallicities. The Y-axis gives the fraction of the continuum. All of these high-resolution profiles come from the same spectrum and illustrate the advantage of having both high resolution and large spectral grasp.
Figure 2. IGRINS slit-view camera image of the Orion Nebula. The camera operates in the K-band. Many of the objects appearing here would not be seen with a visible-light guide camera. The dark bar at the upper right is a result of light passing through the slit. The field is roughly 120x180 arcseconds across.

3. IMMERSION GRATINGS: BARRIERS AND PROGRESS

Improvements in our understanding of immersion grating production have helped shape the path of grating development for GMTNIRS and have forced a number of design changes. Our 2014 design for GMTNIRS calls for a 50 mm collimated beam at L and M. One of the key realizations of the last two years was that our 30mm thick Si disks have already pressed the silicon fabrication infrastructure, which exists around patterning and processing <1 mm thick wafers, to its limits. Any increase in thickness (necessary for an increase in collimated beam size) would require a complete retooling of the production infrastructure resulting in unacceptable cost, schedule, and performance risks. After a careful assessment, we constrained our production options to parts with a maximum thickness of 30mm.

One way to overcome the thickness barrier is to produce the grating rulings on wafers or on billets of moderate thickness and then to optically contact these wafers to polished Si prisms. The high index of refraction of Si, however, puts extremely stringent constraints on the quality of the Si-Si bond. At the oblique angle at which the internal beam approaches the bonded interface, any gaps must be smaller than a few nm. The chemistry of the bonding process is complex and bubbles frequently occur at the bond surface, either immediately, or in the weeks and months after bonding. Bubbles with heights of only 10-20 nm can adversely affect the grating efficiency. Several attempts by our group to bond together thick billets or prisms, both in-house and with the aid of commercial specialty houses, were not satisfactory at the required level and we have abandoned pursuit of this immersion grating production method.
Once we have opted for monolithic Si immersion gratings with ~25 mm collimated beams, our remaining grating production choices involve the all-important patterning of the grating surface. We have successfully produced gratings using both electron-beam lithography \(^\text{25,26}\) and UV contact lithography.\(^\text{27}\) The electron beam lithography allows us to pattern slightly longer surfaces on what would be gratings with a larger value of \(\tan(\delta)\). At the same time, the yield of devices with both superlative surface accuracy and low repetitive errors has not been high and the yield becomes a significant problem when producing five gratings for the five IR bands plus appropriate spares. Our standard contact lithography process is more mature and therefore has higher yields but limits us to gratings that are about 20% shorter (~125 mm) than the longest possible e-beam patterned gratings.

Even though we have produced and fielded superlative immersion gratings in both IGRINS and iSHELL,\(^\text{28}\) risk in the grating production remains a serious consideration. It is with this in mind that we have chosen the most robust grating production pathway: monolithic silicon substrates, 30 mm thickness, and UV contact lithography for the patterning. These choices drive some of the other GMTNIRS design decisions.

![Figure 3. GMTNIRS J-band unit spectrograph. All channels receive light through a common slit (upper right). The initial fold mirror is a dichroic separating the J, H, and K channels from the L and M channels. A common collimator then sends light to additional dichroics that separate the J, H, and K band light. J-band light enters and exits the immersion grating through the flat front face and then passes directly to a VPH cross-disperser before being imaged by a three-element refractive camera onto a 2Kx2K detector.](image)

### 4. CROSS-DISPERSGERS

In the J, H, and K windows the availability of high-efficiency volume phase holographic gratings with adequately broad blaze functions\(^\text{29}\) makes these devices an attractive choice for cross dispersers in an instrument like GMTNIRS where the
positions are fixed but the total fractional wavelength coverage of each internal spectrograph is modest. IGRINS uses H and K band cross dispersers in a white pupil layout. The analysis for GMTNIRS reported at the Montreal SPIE2 showed that we could achieve good optical performance from a design where the dispersed light went directly from the immersion grating echelle to the VPH cross disperser and then to the camera. Abandonment of the white pupil then eliminates at least two reflections from the unit spectrographs and makes them more compact. Figure 3 shows the layout of the J-band channel of GMTNIRS to illustrate the scale of the unit spectrographs with this design.

The VPH solution is not available for the L and M band because the material in which the gratings are written does not transmit well beyond 2.8 μm.29 The 2014 design, in addition to its larger collimated beamsize at L and M, called for white pupil spectrographs for both the L and M bands with surface-relief cross-dispersers operating in first order.2 A reduced-sized version of this design is still an option. Another possibility under investigation is the use of silicon grisms as transmissive cross-dispersers for L and M. This possibility is enabled by the good performance of the grisms the UT group has produced for JWST30,31 and by the further efficiency improvements implicit in the smaller etch-stop dam sizes that we can now achieve with electron-beam lithography and the chromium liftoff process.26 With Si grism cross-dispersers, the layout of the L and M channels would strongly resemble that of the J, H, and K spectrographs and the L and M units would be similar in size to those at shorter wavelengths.

5. THE NEXT STEPS

The GMTNIRS design is evolving but beginning to take a more concrete shape. Two immersion grating surfaces have already been fabricated. The immersion grating production program will be completed over the next 12-18 months and the resulting echelle grating specifications will significantly constrain the design going forward. Even before we move into the formal preliminary design phase in early 2018, we will need to begin to carry out tasks associated with the preliminary design. We will need to revise the instrument optical layout for the new gratings and the slit-viewing camera. The new optical layout will produce a new estimate of the instrument volume and cooling requirements. As we move through this intermediate phase, we will need to be testing the revised design against the GMTNIRS science case. As the grating production ends and we retire the highest technical risk, we will begin our official preliminary design phase. We look forward to making GMTNIRS available on the Giant Magellan Telescope soon after the facility adaptive optics system becomes available. The completed instrument, mounted on GMT, will represent an enormous step forward in the capabilities for high-resolution spectroscopy in the infrared.
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